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Right Indicating that at least one cadet assigned to that room is present and the others are 
known by the individual giving the reply to be in an authorized status. Not All Right Indicating 
that the status of one or more cadets assigned to the room is unknown to the cadet giving the 
report and/or that unauthorized persons are present), or verify the cadet is in an authorized 
status on the current sign-out report in order to consider the cadet present (See vignettes in 
paragraph D). If the cadet is not present in their room, first review the “All-In” report 
(paragraph 5 below) to determine whether the cadet is properly signed out and authorized to 
be in another location, if not, mark as AWOL 
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5. Then proceed to conduct all-ins using the accountability roster.  When all-ins are 
complete, the CDO will enter the report in CAS.  The cadet then will click on the “AWOL” 
block next to the cadet’s name who is AWOL. 

 
6. Companies are strongly encouraged to establish reporting procedures where the CDO 

reports the unit’s accountability to the Commander, XO or unit 1SG prior to 
submitting the All in report.  Accountability is “Leader’s Business” and this simple step 
will insure that all-ins are conducted correctly, accurately and timely. 

 
7. Those cadets who are not present will be marked AWOL on the right side of the form. 
 
8. Submit the report by clicking “Electronic Signature” at the bottom of the page.  
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Explanation for Scenario #3 
Accountability and safety is verified by visual means. 

4. Scenario Room #4 
The All-ins inspector knocks and a cadet opens the door. Both cadets are present and 
respond “all-in.” 
Response to Scenario #4 
The All-ins inspector moves to the next room. 
Explanation for Scenario #4 
The response “All-In” indicates, “that all cadets assigned to that room are present.” 

5. Scenario Room #5 
The All-ins inspector knocks and a cadet opens the door. His roommate is AWOL and he 
knows it. 
Response to Scenario #5 
The cadet responds “not all right.” The All-Ins inspector writes down the missing cadet’s 
name and after verifying the cadet is not signed out, records him as AWOL in CAS. The 
company commander is then notified who then executes the company policy for a missing 
cadet. 
Explanation for Scenario #5 
The response “not all-right” indicates “that the status of one or more cadets assigned to the 
room is unknown to the cadet giving the report and/or that unauthorized persons are 
present.” 

6. Scenario Room #6 
The All-Ins inspector knocks and a cadet opens the door. He thinks his roommate is in the 
computer lab. 
Response to Scenario #6 
The cadet responds “not all right.” The All-Ins inspector writes down the missing cadet’s 
name and after verifying he is not signed out, records him as AWOL in CAS. The inspector 
also notifies the company commander who then executes the company policy for a missing 
cadet. Even if the cadet is shortly found, the PR goes forward. 
Explanation for Scenario #6 
In order to respond “all right,” the cadet must know the other cadet is in an authorized 
status. Only a Cadet’s room is an authorized location during All-
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8. Scenario Room #8 
The All-Ins inspector knocks and a cadet opens the door. He and his roommate are present 
as is another cadet who is studying with them. 
Response to Scenario #8 
All cadets respond “not all right.” The All-Ins inspector writes a PR on the visiting cadet for 
visiting during unauthorized times (Code 022) and proceeds to the next room. 
Explanation for Scenario #8 


